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Language model adaptation based on Machine Translation (MT)
is a recently proposed approach to improve the Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) of spoken translations that does not suffer from
a common problem in approaches based on rescoring i.e. errors made
during recognition cannot be recovered by the MT system.
In previous work we presented an efficient implementation for
MT-based language model adaptation using a word-based transla-
tion model. By omitting renormalization and employing weighted
updates, the implementation exhibited virtually no adaptation over-
head, enabling its use in a real-time setting.
In this paper we investigate whether we can improve recognition
accuracy without sacrificing the achieved efficiency. More precisely,
we investigate the effect of both state-of-the-art phrase-based trans-
lation models and named entity probability estimation. We report
relative WER reductions of 6.2% over a word-based LM adapta-
tion technique and 25.3% over an unadapted 3-gram baseline on an
English-to-Dutch dataset.
Index Terms: speech recognition, spoken translations, language
model adaptation, phrase-based machine translation, named entities
1. INTRODUCTION
Although computer-aided translation (CAT) is traditionally per-
formed with keyboard and mouse, a recent study [1] has shown
that in the context of machine translation (MT) the use of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) as an input method may constitute a sig-
nificant speed-up, even with a non-perfect speech transcription that
needs additional correction. Furthermore, it has been established that
by using the translation model (TM) and more specifically the trans-
lation probabilities of the words and/or word groups (phrases) of the
source language text, the speech recognition of spoken translations
can be improved [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
There are several different scenarios that can be applied to com-
bine models for decoding the optimal transcription of a spoken trans-
lation where each implies different assumptions about system im-
plementation and constraints on computational complexity. All of
them are based on a Bayesian extension of the ASR maximum like-
lihood formula, first proposed by [2]: given a source language text
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F = f1...fJ and an acoustic signal X = x1...xT , which is the
spoken version of a target language text E = e1...eI , the optimal
transcription Eˆ is decoded as follows:
Eˆ = argmax
E
P (E|X,F ) = argmax
E
P (X,F |E)P (E)
= argmax
E
P (X|E)P (F |E)P (E) (1)
where the conditional independence assumption of X and F given
E is considered to be reasonable and allows a decomposition into
three knowledge sources: the acoustic model P (X|E), the transla-
tion model P (F |E) and the language model P (E).
One scenario in which this extension can be used is to rescore
hypotheses generated by the ASR system, using the TM probabili-
ties, as part of a multi-pass approach. This can be done either by re-
ranking ASR n-best lists [7, 8, 3] or by rescoring word lattices [4, 5].
One of the main issues with multi-pass approaches, is that the recog-
nizer does not have access to MT information during the first pass.
The recognizer might have already pruned out several interesting hy-
potheses that no rescoring can ever recover. Another issue is that the
output of the recognizer has to be stored and that the second pass can
only start when the first pass has finished, which takes up valuable
space and time. In human-computer interaction, response times and
storage should be minimized to reduce the overhead associated with
rescoring.
Only very recently did the multi-pass scenario make room for a
new scenario which we believe will be the new paradigm in MT-ASR
integration. [6] shows that, for each source language sentence, the
language model of the ASR system can be updated using informa-
tion derived from the text of that individual sentence. This approach
is claimed to yield a decrease in computational complexity by ef-
ficiently pruning the LM as well as a significant reduction in word
error rate (WER).
In previous work [9] we showed that the efficiency of updating a
LM according to the techniques described in [6] can still be greatly
improved and we proposed a method that allows for LM adaptation
without renormalization and with limited extra storage and fewer and
on-the-fly updates.
In this paper we investigate whether we can improve recognition
accuracy without sacrificing the achieved efficiency. More precisely,
we investigate the effect of both state-of-the-art phrase-based trans-
lation models and named entity probability estimation.
In the remainder of the paper we discuss related work (Sec-
tion 2), phrase-based translation models (Section 3) and named en-
tity probability estimation (Section 4), and validate our work exper-
imentally (Section 5). We end with conclusions and future work in
Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Word-based Language Model Adaptation
In [9] we proposed an efficient implementation of a technique pro-
posed by [6]. Instead of applying a multi-pass approach, the au-
thors propose a direct integration of the translation model probabil-
ities into the ASR language model. They do this by approximating
P (F |E) in Eq. 1 at the sentence level, only taking into account lex-
ical translation probabilities. That is, each word ei in the target lan-
guage sentence E corresponds to exactly one word fj in the source
language sentence F :





P (fj |ei) (2)
The product of P (F |E) and P (E) can then be considered as the
new language model P ′(E) with which speech is decoded.
If we consider an n-gram to be a tuple (h, e) consisting of a
history h and a target word e, then adapting the n-gram probability
P (e|h) to P ′(e|h) boils down to:
P ′(e|h) = P (e|h) maxj:fj∈F P (fj |e)
norm(h)
(3)




′|h) maxj:fj∈F P (fj |e′)∑
e′:(h,e′)∈T P (e
′|h) (4)
where T corresponds to the training data used to train the original
language model probabilities P (e|h).
Once all relevant probabilities have been updated, the back-off




1−∑e′′:(h,e′′)/∈T P ′(e′′|h) (5)
2.2. Efficient Implementation
In [9] we argued that the approach described in Section 2.1 is sub-
optimal wrt computational complexity and disk storage. One issue
is that all the n-grams need to be updated, even the irrelevant n-
grams i.e. the ones for which P (f |e) is absent from the TM. This
is because not updating these n-grams corresponds to multiplying
the original probability P (e|h) by 1 which is always larger than or
equal to maxj:fj∈F P (fj |e), leading to relatively larger probabil-
ities for irrelevant n-grams. Therefore it is necessary to decrease
the probabilities of the irrelevant n-grams e.g. by multiplying them
with a small value   1, but then each n-gram in the model needs
updating, which has a negative impact on efficiency.
More importantly however, the approach requires the computa-
tion of the normalization factor and back-off weight for each his-
tory h which is very time consuming. The end result is a new LM
for each sentence, which requires a lot of storage and for which the
speech recognizer needs to switch language models every time.
Our work was based on the observation that LM normalization
is not mandatory. In the context of ASR decoding, a score is not
attributed to a single word sequence, but rather to many competing
word sequence hypotheses. Therefore, there is no strict constraint
that the score that a LM attributes to each hypothesis should obey
a true probability distribution, as long as a more likely hypothesis
receives a higher score. For a more elaborate discussion on this, we
refer the reader to [9].
To reduce the number of n-gram updates we also introduced the
notion of weighted updates. Rather than multiplying n-gram prob-
abilities directly with translation model probabilities P (f |e) ≤ 1,
we instead multiply the relevant n-gram probabilities by weights
g(f, e) ≥ 1. This means that the irrelevant ones can remain un-
touched, thus significantly reducing the number of updates. We pro-
posed an alternative update rule that essentially inflates rather than
deflates the n-gram probabilities:
scoreLM (e|h) = P (e|h) max
j:fj∈F
g(fj , e) (6)
where g is a weighting function that maps TM probabilities P (f |e)
onto values larger than 1. To have some control over the shape and
maximum of this function, yet minimize the introduction of new pa-
rameters, we proposed the following exponential function:
g(f, e) = 1 + αβ1−P (f |e) (7)
whereα ∈ R+0 controls the maximum value of the update weight and
β ∈ ]0, 1[ determines the relative weight that is given to P (f |e): a
smaller value of β will give a relatively higher weight to high proba-
bilities than to low probabilities. It is important that these parameters
are carefully optimized, because if we inflate the LM probabilities
too much we run the risk of overshadowing the acoustic score or
the word insertion cost and ending up with acoustically implausible
hypotheses or hypotheses consisting only of short words.
Finally we reduced disk storage and memory usage by storing
only the inflation weights, rather than the updated LM in its entirety.
3. PHRASE-BASED LANGUAGE MODEL ADAPTATION
3.1. Phrase-based Machine Translation
Although the implementation described in Section 2.2 drastically
improves the efficiency of MT-based LM adaptation, Eq. 2 assumes
translation consists solely of one-to-one alignments i.e. each word
fj in the source language text can only correspond to one word ei
in the target language text. This is a strong assumption that does not
hold in reality: every language has its own way of verbalizing con-
cepts with some using a single word and others using multiple words
for the same concept. In machine translation this issue is addressed
by so-called phrase-based translation models [10].
Phrase-based translation models are models that cover corre-
spondences between sequences of words, called phrases, which we
denote by f¯ and e¯ for source and target language, respectively. This
approach has several advantages. It allows for translating a longer
sequence to a shorter sequence or vice versa. For instance, English
grey horse translates to Dutch schimmel, and the English compound
screen resolution to schermresolutie. It allows for capturing local
context. For instance, large horse can be translated word by word to
Dutch (groot paard), but the combination of grey and horse should
be translated as a whole, as it (most likely) indicates a specific type
of horse for which there is a specific word in Dutch. It should be
stressed here that a phrase is not a linguistic notion in a phrase-based
MT model: the sequence looks at the (kijkt naar de) may be a phrase,
although it is not a linguistic constituent. This example sequence
also shows that phrases capture the context of words which have
many possible translations, like prepositions. In the phrase looks at
the, the word at should be translated into Dutch as naar; compare
this to laughs at the (lacht om de) where at is translated as om.
Correspondences between phrases are constructed from word-
aligned sentence pairs, and stored in a phrase table, i.e. a list of
phrase pairs with associated scores. This is a three-step process,
the details of which are discussed in the below paragraphs. In the
first step, the two word alignments (one for each language direction)
of a sentence pair are turned into a single, symmetrized one. In the
second step, phrase pairs are extracted from the symmetrized word
alignment of a sentence pair. In the third step, phrase pair scores
are calculated based on the full set of phrase pairs extracted from all
sentence pairs.
The first step in building a phrase table consists of combining the
two word alignments of each sentence pair. The first alignment links
source words to target words (a source word may be linked multiple
times, i.e. have links with more than one target word). The sec-
ond alignment links target words to source words (multiple linking
is also possible here). The two word alignments are symmetrized,
which can take place in several ways. For instance, if symmetriza-
tion only keeps links which occur in both alignments, we obtain an
intersective word alignment. Another type of symmetrization uses a
heuristic to add additional alignment points to the intersective align-
ment. From the symmetrized alignments of all sentence pairs, lexical
probabilitiesw(f |e) andw(e|f) are estimated by relative frequency:




where count(f, e) stands for the number of times f aligns with e in
the training data. These lexical probabilities express the likelihood
that one word is translated by another one1. Their use is further
detailed below.
The second step in the phrase table construction procedure con-
sists in extracting consistently aligned phrase pairs from the sym-
metrized alignment of a sentence pair. These are phrase pairs in
which each source word is either aligned to a word in the target
phrase, or not aligned at all, and in which each target word is either
aligned to a word in the source phrase, or not aligned at all.
The third and final step in creating the phrase table consists of
calculating four scores for each phrase pair (f¯ , e¯). The first score is
the phrase translation probability φ(f¯ |e¯), which is the phrase equiv-
alent of the lexical probability w(f, e) and is also estimated by rel-
ative frequency. The second score is the lexical weight, which val-
idates the quality of a phrase pair by checking how well its words
translate to each other. This serves to compensate for an overestima-
tion of the reliability of rare phrase pairs. Given a phrase pair (f¯ , e¯)
and a word alignment a between the target language phrase positions
i = 1, . . . ,m and source language phrase positions j = 1, . . . , n the
lexical weight Pw is computed by:








The third and the fourth score are inverses of the first and second
one, i.e. they apply to the translation in the other direction.
1Before calculating these probabilities, a NULL token is added to the
target sentence, which is aligned to each source word that was not aligned to
a target word. This allows for calculating the probability that a source word
is not translated. The same is done in the other direction.
The four phrase pair scores described above are combined by
the MT system using a log-linear model, which also involves other
scores, such as a language model score, a reordering score etc. We
will not discuss these other scores further, as they are not relevant to
the combination of phrases and ASR described in the present paper.
The weights for the scores are determined during a tuning process
where the MT output for a set of held-out source sentences is com-
pared to their reference translations. Finally, when the MT system
translates a source sentence F , it selects the target sentence E with
the highest score according to the log-linear model.
3.2. Language Model Adaptation
By using phrase-based translation models, we can extend Eq. 2 as
follows:




P (f¯ |e¯i) (10)
where l denotes the number of phrases in E, given the alignment a
that maximizes P (F |E).
P (f¯ |e¯) can then be estimated by combining the four phrase
pair scores described in Section 3.1. Because the update weights
in Eq. 7 are based on probabilities and the normalization of a log-
linear model is expensive, we opted to combine the scores via linear
interpolation:
P (f¯ |e¯) = λ1φ(f¯ |e¯) + λ2Pw(f¯ |e¯)
+ λ3φ(e¯|f¯) + λ4Pw(e¯|f¯) (11)
where the λi’s are estimated empirically.
The weighting scheme allows us to reduce the number of up-
dates, thus maintaining efficiency, provided that the amount of
phrases to be evaluated is not too large. We will come back to this in
Section 5.
4. NAMED ENTITIES
Many named entities are written in a similar or even identical form
in multiple languages, especially if the languages belong to the same
language family. This means that, even if the translation model does
not contain a translation for a given named entity, there is a rela-
tively high probability that the translation can just be copied from
the source language to the target language. Choosing a value for the
named entity translation probability P (NEf |NEe) ≈ 1 then al-
lows updates to n-grams containing this named entity, provided that
it exists in the ASR language model and lexicon.
If however the named entity does not occur in the ASR language
model and lexicon, there are no n-gram probabilities to update and
we have to resort to language model estimation techniques. One
simple estimation technique that we have found to work well is to
map new named entities in the language model to a special token
<UNK> for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. The n-gram probabil-
ities for this special token are estimated on words that occur in the
training data, but are excluded from the vocabulary. The named en-
tities can then use the OOV probabilities, optionally weighted by a
factor hNE . If the pronunciation of the named entity is not too dif-
ferent in the source language and the target language, and the g2p
converter is able to approximate the pronunciation in the source lan-
guage, this very rough LM estimate often steers the recognizer into
the right direction.
Note that the techniques described in this section are not novel
by themselves, but as far as we know, their effect has not been in-
vestigated on MT-based LM adaptation using update weights and a
phrase-based translation model.
5. EXPERIMENTS
5.1. Task and Setup
The ASR experiments were performed on a test corpus of au-
dio fragments from the Flemish part of the Corpus Spoken
Dutch (CGN) [11], component o. The chosen fragments corre-
spond to 167 Dutch utterances that are read translations from English
books.
Using a vocabulary of 100k words, an initial 3-gram LM with
modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [12, 13] was trained by running the
SRILM toolkit [14] on a collection of normalized newspaper texts
from the Flemish digital press database Mediargus which contains
1104M word instances (tokens) and 5M unique words (types). The
vocabulary was converted into a phonemic lexicon using an updated
version of the g2p described in [15] and integrated into the recog-
nizer described in [16], which was built with our in-house speech
recognition system SPRAAK [17].
The TM was created by applying the GIZA++ toolkit [18] to a
set of 1M English-Dutch parallel sentence pairs extracted from the
Europarl corpus [19], which contains the written version of speeches
of members of the European Parliament. GIZA++ adopts an EM
approach to learning lexical probabilities P (f |e) and P (e|f) from
a parallel corpus. The approach initializes the lexical probabilities
using a uniform translation distribution for words. Based on this ini-
tialization, the probabilities of possible word alignments of sentence
pairs are calculated. The new probabilities then allow to recalcu-
late the lexical probabilities across the set of sentence pairs.2 This
process continues until convergence.
The phrase table was created using the process described in Sec-
tion 3.1 (the first step added additional alignment points after cal-
culating intersection) and filtered to contain only one-to-one and
many-to-one alignments. Though many-to-many alignments could
in principle yield further improvements, this comes at the cost of ef-
ficiency as the many-to-many alignments take up more than 90% of
the phrase table. The final phrase table contains 2,939,355 phrase
pairs which is ca. 1.6 times the size of the word-based translation
model. As the computation of the update weights took ca. 0.2s per
sentence for the word-based model, the overhead introduced by us-
ing a phrase-based model is negligible.
To build the updated LMs, we excluded all updates for source
language words shorter than 4 letters, as we found that these tend
to be unreliable. Words that have at least 2 letters and start with a
capital letter are considered named entities and are never excluded.
Named entities that are not in the TM, but are in the ASR lexicon,
were given an optimized translation score of 1.2. Named entities
that are not in the ASR lexicon were added to the lexicon using the
g2p; their LM probabilities correspond to the OOV probabilities,
weighted by hNE = 1.65 which was optimized empirically.
Best results were achieved with phrase translation probabilities
φ(f¯ |e¯) only i.e. λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0, λ3 = 0 and λ4 = 0. The inflation
weights based on these probabilities were generated with optimized
values of α = 16 and β = 0.0005.
2For the sake of clarity, we would like to point out that these probabilities
are different from the ones that are calculated from word alignment in the
first step of phrase table construction.
WER Reduction
Initial LM (no TM updates) 25.96 -
Word-based adaptation 20.68 20.3%
Phrase-based adaptation 20.43 21.3%
+ named entities (IV) 20.19 22.2%
+ named entities (IV+OOV) 19.39 25.3%
Table 1. WERs (in %) and relative reductions using the investi-
gated types of adaptation, compared to an initial 3-gram model that
does not use TM probabilities. A distinction is made between in-
vocabulary (IV) and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) named entities. The
models are evaluated on 167 utterances from the Dutch CGN corpus
(component o), corresponding to translations from English.
5.2. Results
Table 1 shows the word error rates (WERs) and relative reductions
using the investigated types of adaptation, compared to an initial 3-
gram model that does not use TM probabilities. It can be seen that
the use of phrase-based rather than word-based translation models
reduces the WER by 1% relatively. We suspect that this moderate
reduction is in part due to filtering out many-to-many alignments
in favor of adaptation efficiency. On the other hand it is probably
also related to the nature of the test data: written stories often use
complex structure and vocabulary which causes the translations to
deviate substantially.
Simulating translation probabilities for English named entities
that do not occur in the translation model, but do occur in the Dutch
ASR lexicon and LM, also has a small, but significant effect on the
recognizer. This confirms our intuition that the translation can just
be copied from the source language to the target language, which is
helped by the fact that in our case the source and target language are
both Germanic languages.
Finally, we observe that even English named entities that are un-
known to both the MT and ASR system, can be modeled well by
using a Dutch g2p for the pronunciation and weighted OOV prob-
abilities for the language model. Although it is to be expected that
adding relevant words to the recognizer yields improvement, it is
interesting that this constitutes the largest improvement of the inves-
tigated techniques, giving a total relative WER reduction of 6.2%
compared to the word-based model and 25.3% over the unadapted
3-gram baseline.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented extensions on our efficient MT-based language model
adaptation technique for automatic speech recognition of spoken
translations. We investigated the effect of phrase-based translation
model and named entity probability estimation and found that to-
gether they achieve a relative WER reduction of 6.2% over a word-
based LM adaptation technique and 25.3% over an unadapted 3-
gram baseline. Moreover, the extensions come with the same effi-
ciency benefits as the word-based model which allow their use in a
real-time CAT environment. To our knowledge this is the first MT-
based language model adaptation technique using a phrase-based
translation model.
In the future we plan to investigate on-the-fly calculation
of phrase translation probabilities given source phrases of sen-
tences [20]. This may allow us to retrieve and select many-to-many
phrase pairs in a reasonable amount of time.
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